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dimensional geometric pattern and gave a PAC algorithm to learn that class.
In this paper, we present an efficient online agnostic learning algorithm for
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dimensional spaces we can represent more features from the visual image in
the geometric pattern. Our mapping of the data to a geometric pattern and,
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information, amplitudes of a waveform, or other pattern recognition data. To
our knowledge, these classes of patterns are more complex than any class of
geometric patterns previously studied. Also, our results are easily adapted to
learn the union of fixed-dimensional boxes from multiple-instance examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a robot designed to navigate through a large-scale environment.2 Sup-
pose a set of key ‘‘landmarks’’ have already been selected (by another component
of the navigation system). It is crucial that the robot be able to recognize whether
it is in the vicinity of a given landmark from data taken at the robot’s current loca-
tion. We refer to this problem as the landmark matching problem. The landmark
matching algorithm should run in real time and be noise-tolerant.
A common approach to designing landmark matching algorithms uses a pattern
matching approach to match the visual image (or whatever form of data is
available) to the data taken at landmark position L. The matching algorithm must
determine if the robot is near L (i.e., in a small circle centered around L). Because
the visual image may change significantly as small movements around L are made,
the pattern matching approach encounters difficulties. Goldberg et al. [13, 14]
proposed using a learning algorithm to construct an accurate hypothesis for per-
forming landmark matching. They obtained their training data by converting the
visual data into one-dimensional geometric patterns. Then by applying their algo-
rithm, giving it a set of positive examples (i.e., patterns obtained from locations in
the vicinity of the landmark) and a set of negative examples (i.e., patterns obtained
from locations not in the vicinity of the landmark), their algorithm constructs a
hypothesis to accurately predict if the robot is near the given landmark.
While the basic approach suggested by Goldberg et al. might be applicable to a
wide range of data, the rest of their work was specific to the data from an imaging
system that generates a one-dimensional array of light intensities (called a
signature) taken at eye level [19, 23, 33, 36]. The motivation for using one-dimen-
sional data is to reduce the processing time. For some settings, such as an office
environment, it seems feasible that the signature taken at eye level is sufficient. On
the other hand, if one wants to design a landmark matching data for a Mars rover,
such an approach will not work. In this work, we extend the basic approach of
Goldberg et al. so that different types (and dimensionalities) of data can be used.
In order to relate our work to that of Goldberg et al., we briefly describe the class
of one-dimensional geometric patterns. In a (discretized and bounded) one-dimen-
sional geometric pattern, the ‘‘target’’ pattern is a set of up to k points from
[1, ..., s]. Each example (instance) is a set of up to n points from [1, ..., s], where
it is labeled according to whether or not it visually resembles the target pattern
based on the Hausdorff metric (for an example, see Gruber [16]). Goldberg et al.
[13] gave an Occam-based PAC (probably approximately correct) algorithm for
learning the class of one-dimensional geometric patterns from the continuous
domain. Following that work, Goldman and Scott [14] gave a statistical query
algorithm (and hence a noise-tolerant PAC algorithm) for the same class.
One contribution of this paper is an algorithm for learning the class of discretized
one-dimensional geometric patterns. (The class we study is a slight generalization
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2 By a large-scale environment we mean that not all landmarks are visible from all locations in the
environment.
of a discretized and bounded version of the class Goldberg et al. studied.) This
algorithm works in the online learning model and is agnostic in the sense that it
makes no assumptions about the concept to be learned. The algorithm is also
tolerant of classification and attribute noise. We obtain our algorithm by reducing
the problem to that of learning a disjunction of an exponentially large set of
variables. We then apply Winnow [24] to obtain our agnostic learning algorithm
and the virtual weight technique of Maass and Warmuth [29] to make our algo-
rithm efficient.
In some experimental work performed by Goldman and Scott [14] it was found
that for some data sets, moving from the processed one-dimensional visual image
to a one-dimensional pattern, too much key information was lost (in the other
cases, the algorithm successfully classified the real data). In this paper we define a
class of two-dimensional geometric patterns for which the important features from
the visual image are incorporated in the two-dimensional pattern. We then show
how to extend our agnostic learning algorithm to this class of two-dimensional
patterns. Furthermore, we use our construction to obtain an efficient agnostic
learning algorithm for the class of d-dimensional geometric patterns3 for d, any
constant where each example is a set of up to n points from [1, ..., s]d. For any set
of examples, the mistake bound for our algorithm is polynomial in k, n, log(s) and
Mopt , the number of mistakes made by the best pattern. So, for example, we can
apply this algorithm to the problem of recognizing a landmark from two-dimen-
sional data, where each data item (e.g., an image pixel) is any number such as a
light intensity, sonar data, temporal difference information, or amplitude of a
waveform, by mapping it into a three- or higher dimensional geometric pattern.
Besides working in d dimensions, our new definition of geometric patterns
generalizes the old one in that for positive examples, the allowed ranges of values
of the points in each dimension can vary widely from point to point. Thus we are
learning a much more expressive concept class than before. To our knowledge,
these classes of patterns are more complex than any class of geometric patterns pre-
viously studied. Finally, our algorithms are tolerant of concept shift, where the
target concept that labels the examples can change over time.
There is also a relationship between this work and the task of learning from mul-
tiple-instance examples [11]. In the multiple-instance learning model, the learner
only receives labeled collections (or bags) of examples. A bag is classified as positive
if and only if at least one of the examples in the bag is classified as positive by the
target concept (which is a Boolean function just as in standard concept learning).
This model, introduced by Dietterich et al. [11], was primarily motivated by the
problem of predicting whether a molecule would bind at a particular site of another
molecule. We now summarize the prior work on learning the multiple-instance con-
cept class of axis-aligned boxes in d-dimensional space. In all prior work, d is not
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3 Note that while we reduce our problem to learning a disjunction of attributes associated with boxes,
the class itself is more complex than unions of boxes. First, each example is a multiple-instance example
since it contains n points. Also, the disjunction we form defines the complement of the target concept
and is composed of some boxes that are not those defining the target concept. (See Section 4 for further
discussion of this topic for d=1.)
assumed to be constant but rather the time and sample complexity must be polyno-
mial in d. For ease of exposition, we assume there are n examples in each bag and
refer to a bag as an n-example.4 Dietterich et al. presented three heuristics for this
problem and did an empirical study using real and artificial data. Long and Tan
[28] described a PAC algorithm that has time and sample complexity polynomial
in n and d under the restriction that each example is drawn independently from a
product distribution, Dproduct over the d dimensions. Hence the resulting distribu-
tion over n-examples is Dnproduct . Auer et al. [6] gave an efficient PAC algorithm
that allows each example to be drawn independently from an arbitrary distribution
(i.e., from Dn for arbitrary D). In their paper, Auer et al. also proved that if the dis-
tributional requirements are further relaxed to be arbitrary distributions over
n-examples (rather than of the form Dn as in their positive result) then learning
axis-aligned boxes is as hard as learning DNF formulas over d variables in the PAC
model. Blum and Kalai [8] described a simple reduction from the problem of PAC
learning from multiple-instance examples to that of PAC learning with one-sided
random classification noise when the n-examples are drawn from Dn for D any dis-
tribution. Blum and Kalai also described a more efficient (and more involved)
reduction to the statistical-query model [20] that yielded the most efficient PAC
algorithm known for learning axis-aligned boxes in the multiple-instance model.
Their algorithm has sample complexity O (d 2n=2), roughly a factor of n faster than
the result of Auer et al.
In the above papers,5 each bag is classified as positive if at least one of the points
in the bag is inside the target box. Our algorithm for learning constant-dimensional
patterns can be viewed as learning a union of axis-parallel boxes from a constant-
dimensional discretized and finite space where a more complex rule is used to
specify when a bag is classified as positive. Namely, a bag is positive iff (1) each
point in the bag is classified as positive by some box and (2) every box contains
at least one point from the bag. Furthermore, our algorithm is easily adapted to use
the rule that an example is positive if at least one of its points is inside some target
box, or to use other variations. Also, we consider the most general distributional
assumption in which there is an arbitrary distribution over the bags (which cannot
be reduced to DNF when the number of dimensions is constant). The flexibility
afforded by our algorithm is potentially very useful in cases where the target con-
cept in a multiple-instance learning problem cannot be expressed well as a single
box or a union of boxes, e.g., the problem of identifying ‘‘antagonist drugs’’ [11],
where the goal is to see not if a molecule will bind at a particular site of another
molecule, but if instead a molecule will bind at several sites (to prevent other
molecules from binding at those sites).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the landmark
matching problem in more dept, which provides motivation for our work. Note
that no evidence has been provided to show that the results of this paper can
directly contribute to its solution. Then, in Section 3, we review the background
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4 In most of the related work, n is generally used as the number of examples, and often r is used as
the number of examples in each ‘‘bag.’’
5 Other results and applications of multiple-instance learning can be found in [8, 15, 3032].
material for this paper. In Section 4 we formally define the concept class of
d-dimensional geometric patterns. In Section 5 we present our generic algorithm for
learning d-dimensional patterns for constant d and give specific mistake bounds for
learning one-dimensional patterns. Section 6 formalizes our new mapping from
signatures to two-dimensional patterns and gives the mistake bound for the two-
dimensional pattern learner. Section 7 gives other extensions of our algorithm, and
Section 8 describes how our algorithm can be used to learn the class of unions of
axis-parallel boxes in fixed dimension when multiple-instance examples are
provided. We conclude in Section 9.
2. THE LANDMARK MATCHING PROBLEM
In this section we explore in further depth the landmark matching problem that
inspired much of this theoretical work. No assumptions are made about the imag-
ing system except that it provides a constant-dimensional array of values (which in
turn might be light intensities, sonar data, etc.). A common approach to designing
landmark matching algorithms uses pattern matching by trying to match the
current image to the image taken at landmark position L with some fixed orienta-
tion. If one’s goal is to determine if the robot is standing exactly at position L with
that same orientation, then the pattern matching approach can be implemented to
work well. However, in reality, the matching algorithm must determine if the robot
is in the vicinity of L (i.e., in a circle centered around L with an orientation that
is similar to what is expected). Because the image may change significantly as small
movements around L and rotations are made, the pattern matching approach
encounters difficulties.
Rather than using a pattern matching approach to match the image from the
current location with the image of the landmark, we instead propose using a learn-
ing algorithm to construct a good hypothesis for performing landmark matching.
Intuitively, the learning algorithm is being used to combine a set of examples to
create a hypothesis that will make good predictions. We obtain the instances by
converting the image into a geometric pattern by placing points where there are
significant changes. For example, a one-dimensional array of light intensities could
be mapped to a two-dimensional pattern where the second dimension corresponded
to the value of the derivative of the intensity array. Then by applying our algo-
rithm, giving it a set of positive examples (i.e., patterns6 obtained from locations in
the vicinity of the landmark with slight variations in orientation) and a set of
negative examples (i.e., patterns obtained from locations not in the vicinity of the
landmark), we construct a hypothesis that can accurately predict whether or not
the robot is near the given landmark with the expected orientation, assuming that
the positive and negative examples are sufficiently distinct.
A natural question raised is why there is a need for learning here. To answer this
question, we briefly examine some problems that would occur if a single pattern
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6 We assume that the portion of the complete navigation system that selects the landmarks will gather
a set of images near the landmark to be used as the positive examples for training.
FIG. 1. An example to help illustrate a problem that must be overcome. Suppose A and B are the
locations of the bases of an arch (when viewed from the top) and L is a landmark location. The visual
images obtained within the dashed circle change dramatically.
taken at the landmark location were used as a hypothesis. (The same problems
cause difficulties in using a pattern matching approach.) Suppose a landmark loca-
tion was selected at the position L shown in Fig. 1, where A and B are the legs of
the Gateway Arch, a large cantenary arch in downtown St. Louis. (For simplicity,
suppose that nothing besides the arch is in the robot’s visual image.) Further, sup-
pose we want the landmark matching system to indicate that the robot is at
landmark position L exactly when it is in the dashed circle with an orientation
between 355% and 5%, where 0% is due north. Clearly in this example, the robot’s
visual image changes dramatically as the robot moves within this circle and rotates.
Thus simply using as a hypothesis the single pattern obtained from the visual image
obtained from the landmark location and oriented at 0% would not yield good
predictions about whether or not the robot was ‘‘near’’ the landmark location.
Additionally, if we instead used an instance-based (i.e., nearest neighbor) approach,
where we attempted to measure the similarity between the robot’s visual image and
several images stored in the robot’s memory, then we might violate some online
time and space constraints.
In the learning-based approach we propose here, the navigation system (when
selecting L as a landmark) would collect images from locations evenly spaced
throughout the dashed circle with varying orientations. Then by using these images
as positive examples (and images taken at random locations not in the circle as
negative examples), we can apply our learning algorithm to combine these images
to obtain a hypothesis to predict whether the robot is near L. A valuable feature
of the learning algorithm is the generality of its hypothesis class. The concepts
(defined precisely in Section 4) are approximations to sets of patterns visible within
limited regions, and this more general hypothesis class may allow a better fit to the
diverse set of positive examples than the simple concept of a single pattern.
Also, when really applying an algorithm for learning geometric patterns to the
landmark matching problem, one must handle noisy data. Because of the noise
inherent in the data, the problems illustrated above with simply using as a
hypothesis the single (noisy) pattern obtained from the visual image at the
landmark location would be exacerbated. Thus in this paper we present algorithms
that can provably tolerate certain types of noise in the data. Our belief is that these
algorithms will be robust against many types of noise, including those for which
they have no known theoretical guarantees.
Finally, note that this is merely a motivating example for our work. It is the algo-
rithm and our virtual weights application which are the contributions of this paper.
We describe this problem in depth since a much more restricted version of our algo-
rithm has had some empirical success with this problem [14]. We feel that data
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from numerous other learning problems can be mapped to geometric patterns and
given to our algorithm. Specifically, any data set for which only a finite set of values
is possible for each feature and a total order exists on each such set can be used
as input to our algorithm (see Section 4). This can include real-valued features if
discretization and bounding are allowed.
3. THE ONLINE, AGNOSTIC LEARNING MODEL AND WINNOW
In this paper we consider the online (or mistake-bound) learning model [1, 24]
as applied to concept learning (i.e., the classification of each example is 1 or 0). The
learning proceeds in trials, where in trial t an example Xt is presented to the learner,
and in polynomial time the learner must produce a prediction y^t as to the classifica-
tion of Xt . Then the learner receives the desired output yt and incurs a loss
L( yt , y^t) for some loss function. Since we focus on concept learning, we use the loss
function: L( yt , y^t) is 1 if yt { y^t and 0 otherwise. The performance of the online
learner is measured by the total loss over all trials, which is equivalent to the
number of prediction mistakes made when using the discrete loss function.
Our online learning algorithms are agnostic7 in the sense that they make no
assumptions whatsoever about the target concept to be learned. For a sequence of
trials, the best hypothesis from a given comparison or ‘‘touchstone’’ class is defined
to be the one that makes the minimum number of mistakes (or has the minimum
loss). In the agnostic online learning algorithm, the learning algorithm’s perfor-
mance is compared with the performance of the best hypothesis from the
touchstone class. We say that an algorithm has polynomial complexity if its mistake
bound and time complexity are polynomial in the number of bits required to specify
an example and the number of bits needed to encode the best hypothesis.
An important result in the online model is Littlestone’s noise-tolerant algorithm
Winnow [24] for learning monotone K-disjunctions of Boolean attributes (i.e., dis-
junctions of at most K nonnegated variables) when there is a large number N of
total attributes and N>>K. (The NK attributes not in the target K-disjunction are
considered irrelevant.) Winnow makes predictions based on a linear threshold
function
y^t={10
if Ni=1 wix i%
otherwise,
where wi is the weight associated with the boolean attribute xi . If the prediction is
wrong, then the weights are updated as follows. On a false negative prediction, for
each attribute xi that is 1, Winnow promotes the weight wi by multiplying wi by
some constant update factor :>1. On a false positive prediction, for each attribute
xi that is 1, Winnow demotes the weight wi by dividing it by :. Winnow is similar
to the classical Perceptron algorithm [35], except that the Perceptron algorithm
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7 See [17, 21] for the definition of agnostic PAC learning. Auer et al. [5] first used the term agnostic
online learning to refer to an online learning algorithm in which the loss bound is stated with respect
to the best learner from a given touchstone class. Although online learning implies PAC learning [1,
24], it is not immediately clear whether online agnostic learning implies PAC agnostic learning.
updates its weights additively while Winnow uses multiplicative weight updates.
Another major difference between these algorithms is that for learning monotone
K-disjunctions, Winnow’s mistake bound is logarithmic in N whereas the Percep-
tron algorithm’s mistake bound can be linear in N in the worst case [22].
The number of attribute errors of a labeled example (Xt , yt) with respect to the
target disjunction is the minimum number of attributes of Xt that have to be
changed so that the classification of the resulting example by the target is consistent
with yt . So, for example, if the best hypothesis is f (X)=x1 6 x2 and an example
X=(001) has a label of 1, then we say X has one attribute error, since by flipping
one attribute of X (x1 or x2), f will correctly classify it. Similarly, an example (110)
with label 0 has two attribute errors. Recently Auer and Warmuth [7], in
generalizing the work of Littlestone [26], showed that Winnow makes at most
O(A+K log N) mistakes on any sequence of trials where the target K-disjunction
makes at most A attribute errors.
For the touchstone class of monotone K-disjunctions, whenever the best
hypothesis makes a prediction mistake, we need to change at most K attributes of
the example so that the classification is correct. Thus we have the following
interpretation of the mistake bound in the presence of attribute errors.8
Theorem 3.1 [7]. Suppose in a sequence of trials for online learning an unknown
Boolean concept defined by K of N possible attributes, the best monotone K-dis-
junction makes Mopt mistakes (classification errors). Then Winnow, running with
:=1.75, each initial weight =1N, and %=(: ln :)(:2&1), makes at most
2.75KMopt+4.92K(ln N&1)+4.92
mistakes.
Auer and Warmuth [7] also offer a version of Winnow that tolerates concept
shift (i.e., the best monotone K-disjunction may completely change in time). When
a weight is sufficiently small, they do not demote it any further. Specifically, no
weight is allowed to fall below ;N for some ;0. Let zt be the total number of
additions and deletions of literals to the best monotone K-disjunction in trial t.
Then the total number of shifts in T trials is Z=Tt=1 zt , and we get the following
mistake bound in the presence of shifting concepts.
Theorem 3.2 [7]. Suppose in a sequence of trials for online learning a sequence
of unknown Boolean concepts, each defined by K of N possible attributes, the best
sequence of monotone K-disjunctions makes Mopt mistakes (classification errors) and
the sequence of disjunctions includes Z total shifts. Then Winnow, running with
:=1.32, ;=0.0269, each initial weight =;N, and %=(: ln :+(:&1) ;)(:2&1),
makes at most
2.4KMopt+4.32Z(ln N+3.89)+4.32 min[N, Z](ln N+1.34)+0.232
mistakes.
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8 Note that while we use tolerance of attribute errors to obtain an agnostic result, we could also inter-
pret it as tolerance of noise in the attributes or classification noise.
It can be shown that the bounds of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are optimal up to
constants if no information other than N is known [7]. Better bounds can be
achieved if we tune Winnow using knowledge of K, Z, and A. One method of
tuning Winnow is to apply the Weighted Majority algorithm, as demonstrated by
Littlestone and Warmuth [27]. Further, since a prediction mistake by the optimal
K-disjunction corresponds to at most K attribute errors, our algorithm also
tolerates attribute noise.
In Section 5.1, we show how to reduce the problem of learning geometric
patterns to that of learning a monotone disjunction by assigning attributes to the
axis-parallel boxes of the space. But an issue we will have to contend with is that
in this setting, N (the number of attributes) is exponential in the number of bits
required to represent an instance and a concept (see Section 5.2). Hence a direct
implementation of Winnow would require exponential computation time. We cir-
cumvent this problem by applying the virtual weight technique of Maass and
Warmuth [29] to implicitly maintain the weights. The basic idea is to simulate
Winnow by grouping concepts that ‘‘behave alike’’ into blocks. For each block only
one weight has to be computed and we construct the blocks so that the number of
concepts combined in each block as well as the weight for the block can be
efficiently computed. While the number of blocks increases as new counterexamples
are received, the total number of blocks we create is polynomial in the number of
mistakes. Using the virtual weights technique will allow our time complexity to be
polynomial in the size of the examples and the size of the target concept.
It is well known that learning algorithms in the mistake-bound model can be
mapped to PAC algorithms [1, 25]. A PAC algorithm [37, 38] is an offline algo-
rithm that draws examples randomly according to an arbitrary, unknown probabil-
ity distribution and with probability (1&$) outputs a hypothesis with error =,
where the parameters = and $ are given as inputs to the algorithm. We can convert
our mistake-bound algorithm to a PAC algorithm as follows. For each trial, we
draw qi=W(1=)(ln(1$)+i ln 2)X examples randomly according to D and check if
our current hypothesis (the setting of the weights in Winnow) is consistent with the
sample. If it is, then we halt. Otherwise we take one of the examples our hypothesis
misclassifies and use it to update the weights. We then move on to the next trial.
For a mistake bound of M, the total sample complexity is
:
M
i=1
qi =
1
=
:
M
i=1 \ln
1
$
+i ln 2+
=
M
= \ln
1
$
+
(M+1) ln 2
2 +=O \
1
= \M ln
1
$
+M2++ ,
and the time complexity is O(N) times the sample complexity since it takes O(N)
time9 to evaluate the hypothesis on each example. Note that the mistake bound M
need not be known in this mapping. This gives the following theorem.
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9 In the following two theorems, the bounds on the time complexity assume a direct implementation
of Winnow. When the virtual weights technique is applied, the time complexity bounds improve substan-
tially.
Theorem 3.3 [1, 24]. Winnow with an unknown mistake bound M can be converted
to a PAC algorithm with sample complexity
M
= \ln
1
$
+
(M+1) ln 2
2 + .
The time complexity is O(N) times the sample complexity.
A better bound can be attained if M is known [25]. Littlestone showed that it
is possible to convert a mistake-bounded algorithm to a PAC algorithm with
sample complexity O( 1=(ln
1
$+M)) by drawing a sample and then running the online
algorithm on the sample, saving all the hypotheses created by the online algorithm.
Then hypothesis testing [18] is used to select the best hypothesis by evaluating
them all on a new sample. We repeat his main result here.
Theorem 3.4 [25]. Winnow with a known mistake bound M can be converted to
a PAC algorithm with sample complexity
1
= \48 ln
2
$
+4M+32 ln(M+2)&2+=O \1= \log
1
$
+M++ .
The time complexity is
O \\1= log
M
$
) MN+ .
The time complexity comes from the fact that we draw O( 1= log
M
$ ) examples for
hypothesis testing, we test M hypotheses, and each test takes O(N) time.
Although we have just demonstrated that agnostic online learning implies PAC
learning, it is not immediately clear whether agnostic online learning implies
agnostic PAC learning since there is no longer a clear bound for the number of
iterations and the stopping condition.
4. THE CLASS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRIC PATTERNS
We now define the concept class of one-dimensional geometric patterns for the
discretized domain [1, ..., s]. The instance space Xn consists of all bags of at most
n points10 from [1, ..., s]. A concept is defined by some set P of at most k points.
A bag is classified as positive if it is within some distance11 # of P under the
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10 Note that throughout this paper, the word ‘‘point’’ will refer to a single point, and we shall use the
term bag when speaking of a set of points.
11 When our learning algorithm is applied to the landmark matching problem, # can be different for
each landmark.
FIG. 2. This figure illustrates an example concept from C3, 7 . We have also chosen #=1. The top line
shows the target pattern. Around each target point we show an interval that covers all points within unit
distance (under any Lp norm) from that point. Every positive example must have every point within one
of the above intervals and no interval can be empty (e.g., see X1 above). For an example to be negative,
there must be a point in it that is not within unit distance of any target point (e.g., X2) andor there
must be no points in the example near some target point (e.g., X3).
Hausdorff metric. The Hausdorff distance between sets P and Q, denoted hd(P, Q),
is
max[max
p # P
[min
q # Q
[dist( p, q)]], max
q # Q
[min
p # P
[dist( p, q)]]],
where dist( p, q) is the distance between p and q. (In this section, dist represents any
Lp norm, since they are all identical in a one-dimensional space.) In other words,
if each point in P reports the distance to its nearest neighbor in Q and each point
in Q reports the distance to its nearest neighbor in P, then the Hausdorff distance
is the maximum of these distances. Thus hd(P, Q)# if every point in P is within
distance # of some point in Q and every point in Q is within distance # of some
point in P. For P # Xk , we define the concept CP that corresponds to the set of
points P by CP=[X # Xn | hd(P, X)#] (for ease of exposition, in this paper we
assume #=1). Figure 2 illustrates an example of such a concept. Thus, one can view
each concept as a sphere of unit radius in a metric space where P defines the center
of the sphere. For any X # Xn such that X # CP , we say that X is a positive example
of CP . Likewise, if X  CP , we say that X is a negative example of CP . Furthermore,
all sets of points that resemble the given set P are contained within this sphere.
Finally, the concept class Ck, n that we study is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1. Ck, n .[CP | P is a set of k points from [1, ..., s]].
It may be the case that n>>k. For example, the learner may be asked to predict
if a bag of 100 points is contained within a sphere defined by 3 points. This con-
sideration is, in some sense, analogous to the notion of irrelevant attributes studied
in the Boolean domain (Section 3). Namely, given any positive (respectively,
negative) bag from Xn , there exists a subset of at most k of the n points in that bag
such that the bag containing only these k points is also a positive (respectively,
negative) bag. However, observe that unlike the boolean domain, there is no fixed
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set of points that are ‘‘relevant.’’ Thus if an arbitrary point was removed from a
bag, it can no longer be determined if the original bag (i.e., before the point was
removed) was positive or negative.
At first glance, there may appear to be some similarities between Ck, n and the
class of the union of at most k intervals. However, Ck, n is really quite different
(and significantly more complex) than the class of unions of intervals. One major
difference is that for the union of intervals, each bag is a single point (i.e., a
1-example), whereas for Ck, n each bag is a set of n points (e.g., an n-example). Thus
the notion of being able to independently vary the concept complexity and
instanceexample complexity does not exist for the class of unions of intervals. In
addition, for the class of unions of intervals, a bag is a positive example simply
when the single point provided is contained within one of the k intervals. For Ck, n
a bag is positive if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions.
1. Each of the n points in the bag is contained within one of the k width-(2#)
intervals defined by the k target points.
2. There is at least one of the n points in the bag contained within the width-
(2#) interval defined by each of the k target points.
Further we note that Goldberg [12] has shown that when the target pattern is
a set of points from the real line it is NP-complete to find a sphere in the given
metric space (i.e., one-dimensional patterns of points on the real line under the
Hausdorff metric) consistent with a given set of positive and negative examples of
an unknown sphere in the given metric space. In other words, given a set S of
examples labeled according to some one-dimensional geometric pattern of k points,
it is NP-complete to find some one-dimensional geometric pattern (of any number
of points) that correctly classifies all examples in S. So for this concept class it is
NP-hard to solve the consistent hypothesis problem, and by applying results of Pitt
and Valiant [34], assuming NP{RP, we cannot PAC learn Ck, n if the hypothesis
is constrained to come from Ck$, n for any k$k. Thus from Theorems 3.3 and 3.4,
we cannot learn Ck, n using Ck$, n in the online setting either. So it is necessary to use
a more expressive hypothesis space. Thus to give even further evidence that Ck, n is
significantly more complex than the union of intervals, observe that the consistency
problem for the latter class is trivial to solve.
In Section 5 we give an online, agnostic algorithm for the concept class Ck, n when
the widths of each target interval can vary. Then in Section 6 we generalize the
above concept class to any constant dimension d. Specifically, we change the
instance space from [1, ..., s] to
‘
d
i=1
[1, ..., si],
where si # [s1 , ..., sd] bounds the size of the space in dimension i. Now rather than
representing each concept as a set of at most k intervals, we represent each concept
as a set of at most k axis-parallel boxes, where the size of each box in each dimen-
sion can vary. In this class, classification of n-examples is similar to what is
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described above. Namely, an n-example is positive if and only if it satisfies the
following two conditions.
1. Each of the n points in the bag is contained within one of the k axis-
parallel boxes.
2. There is at least one of the n points in the bag contained within each of
the k boxes.
Note that a d-dimensional version of the class defined in Definition 4.1 could repre-
sent its concepts as axis-parallel squares (all of the same size) if the L norm is
used in the Hausdorff metric. Thus the class we study in Section 6 generalizes the
class of geometric patterns under the L norm. Specifically, that class uses the
weighted L norm, where the weights can vary for each point in the target set of
points. So this new class implicitly weights the relevance of the target points: if a
small box represents a point p in the target, then some point in an n-example must
be very near p in order for the n-example to be positive, and hence p is highly rele-
vant. If p’s box is large, then it is not as relevant since points from an n-example
‘‘near’’ p (as measured by p’s box) have more freedom to move and still make the
n-example positive. Also, since we use axis-aligned boxes in which range in each
dimension can vary (i.e., rectangles versus squares in two dimensions), for each
point we implicitly weight the relevance of the dimensions.
Finally, recall that our ultimate goal is to apply our learning algorithms to the
landmark matching problem described in Section 2. Since the patterns derived from
the signatures from the robot are discrete and can be bounded in all dimensions a
priori, discretizing and bounding the input space is not a serious issue, nor is it an
issue for many other applications. In addition, given an arbitrary learning problem
for which only a finite set of values is possible for each feature12 (of d total features)
and a total order exists on each such set, we can think of each example as a single
point in a d-dimensional discretized space and think of a single axis-parallel target
box as a set of allowable values for each attribute. Thus our algorithms are
applicable to such learning problems. But since our algorithms have time com-
plexity exponential in d, another approach is to split the set of d features into n
groups of dn each (assuming that n divides d) and use these n sets as points in a
(dn)-dimensional space. Now a set of target boxes under the above definition can
classify the examples represented as sets of points. Of course, given a single
d-dimensional box bd , there might not be a set of (dn)-dimensional boxes using our
definition of geometric patterns that labels all examples the same as bd . To remedy
this problem, we can further refine the definition of a positive example by attaching
an index to each point and requiring that each point fall in a particular box. For
clarity, we present our algorithms in the context of the simpler concept class (i.e.,
a point may fall into any box), but in Section 9 we describe how our algorithms can
be easily modified to handle the case where a point is restricted to fall into some
subset of the k boxes.
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12 This can include features that start as real-valued if discretization and bounding are allowed.
5. A GENERAL LEARNING ALGORITHM FOR GEOMETRIC PATTERNS
In this section we present the general framework we use to develop our agnostic
algorithms. We first give a general definition for a class of geometric patterns and
show how we apply Winnow. Then we use the virtual weights technique of Maass
and Warmuth [29] to obtain an efficient agnostic algorithm.
5.1. Reduction to Winnow
In this section we describe how we convert the problem of learning geometric
patterns into the problem of learning a disjunction over a set of variables, for which
we can then apply Winnow. Let C be the concept class over the instance space Xn ,
where each example in Xn is a set of n points from the base domain Xbase . We
represent each concept T in the touchstone class T by a set of at most k concepts
from a base concept class Cbase , where the domain for Cbase is Xbase . For example,
when T is the class of one-dimensional geometric patterns, Xbase=[1, ..., s] and
Cbase is the class of intervals over [1, ..., s]. Thus each concept T # T is a collection
of concepts from Cbase . Goldman and Scott [14] gave an efficient algorithm that
uses the statistical query model [3, 20] to PAC learn a continuous version of Ck, n
under high noise rates (any rate <12 of classification noise). They also performed
an empirical study of how well their algorithm worked on both simulated and real
data. The class studied here is a slight generalization of the discretized and bounded
version of the class studied by Goldman and Scott, since in that paper, all intervals
are the same fixed width, whereas here we allow the intervals’ widths to vary.
The classification of an n-example X # Xn with respect to a concept T=
[t1 , ..., tk] # T is defined as follows. Each ti is a concept from Cbase that classifies
a point p as positive if and only if t i contains p. An n-example X is classified as
positive by T if and only if the following two criteria are met.
Positive Criterion 1. For all j (1 jk), there exists a point p # X for which
tj ( p)=1. That is, every concept in T classifies at least one point from X as positive.
Positive Criterion 2. For each point p # X, there is some j (1 jk) for which
tj ( p)=1. That is, every point in X is classified positively by some concept in T.
We assume the best hypothesis from T for the target concept is some collection
of concepts T=[t1 , ..., tk] where each tj # Cbase . We now describe a key property
used by our reduction. We require that we can represent the points in
Xbase"(t1 _ , ..., _ tk) as a union of at most kcomp concepts from Cbase . That is, there
must exist a set Tcomp=[t$1 , ..., t$kcomp] where each t$j # Cbase and (t$1 _ , ..., _ t$kcomp)=
Xbase"(t1 _ , ..., _ tk). Furthermore, kcomp must be polynomial in k (but can be
exponential in d). An efficient algorithm must run in time polynomial in
n log |Xbase | (the number of bits to encode an example) and k log |Cbase | (the
number of bits to define the target concept). In all of our applications, Cbase is the
class of d-dimensional axis-parallel boxes for d a constant. Since each box is defined
by giving two points from Xbase , |Cbase |=3( |Xbase |2). Thus log |Cbase |=
3(log |Xbase | ). Hence for an algorithm to be a polynomial time algorithm, it suffices
for it to have polynomial complexity in n, k, and log |Xbase |.
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We now describe a transformation that reduces our learning problem to that of
learning disjunctions of at most 2 |Cbase | Boolean attributes for which we can then
apply Winnow. Note that an example X # Xn violates Positive Criterion 2 if one of
its points p # Xbase is classified positively by some concept in Tcomp (which in turn
means that p is classified as negative by all concepts in T ). Similarly, an example
X # Xn violates Positive Criterion 1 if some concept in T classifies all points in X as
negative. We now need to just introduce a set of boolean attributes to capture when
either of the positive criteria is violated. We denote the set of attributes from which
the concepts of T are selected by A, and the set of attributes from which the con-
cepts of Tcomp are selected by Acomp . We select the concepts for both T and Tcomp
from Cbase . Thus if computation time is not a concern, we can simply enumerate all
such concepts. We associate each concept in Cbase with two boolean attributes, plac-
ing one in A and one in Acomp (these two attributes are distinct from those for all
others in Cbase). Given an example X # Xn and an attribute y # Acomp , we set y=1
if and only if the concept from Cbase associated with y classifies as positive at least
one point p from X. As discussed above, Positive Criterion 2 is violated if and only
if one of these attributes is set to 1. Similarly, given an example X # Xn and an
attribute y # A we set y=1 if and only if the concept from Cbase associated with y
classifies all points p from X as negative. Positive Criterion 1 is violated if and only
if one of these attributes is set to 1.
Let T be the disjunction of the attributes that correspond to the concepts in
T _ Tcomp . Let X denote the assignment of values to the 2 |Cbase | attributes ob-
tained by the above transformation. Since T classifies example X as positive exactly
when at least one of the positive criteria is violated (i.e., when X is negative),
T (X )=1&T(X). The number of transformed attributes is 2 |Cbase | and the concepts
in the touchstone class are disjunctions of at most k+kcomp such attributes. If we
run Winnow for this transformed instance space and touchstone class, by applying
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 with N=2 |Cbase | and K=k+kcomp , we can guarantee the
following mistake bounds.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose the best (stationary) T # T makes Mopt mistakes in a
sequence of learning trials. Then the number of mistakes made by running Winnow on
the transformed space is at most
(k+kcomp)(2.75Mopt+4.92(ln(2 |Cbase | )&1))+4.92
(k+kcomp)(2.75Mopt+4.92(ln |Cbase |&0.3))+4.92.
If the concept is shifting (where Z is the total number of shifts) and the best sequence
of Tt # T makes Mopt mistakes in a sequence of learning trials, then the number of
mistakes made by running Winnow on the transformed space is at most
2.4(k+kcomp) Mopt+4.32Z(ln(2 |Cbase | )+3.89)
+4.32 min[2 |Cbase |, Z](ln(2 |Cbase | )+1.34)+0.232
2.4(k+kcomp) Mopt+4.32Z(ln |Cbase |+4.59)
+4.32 min[2 |Cbase |, Z](ln |Cbase |+2.04)+0.232.
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5.2. Efficient Implementation with Virtual Weights
The problem that remains with the direct implementation of Winnow over the
2 |Cbase | attributes is that the number of attributes (and thus the computation time)
is exponential. For example, when applied to the class of one-dimensional patterns
where Cbase is intervals over [1, ..., s], 2 |Cbase |=3(s2), which is exponential in
log |Xbase |=log |[1, ..., s] |=log s. We now use the virtual weight technique of
Maass and Warmuth [29] to implicitly maintain the weights. The basic idea is to
simulate Winnow by grouping concepts that ‘‘behave alike’’ into blocks. For each
block only one weight has to be computed and we construct the blocks so that the
number of concepts combined in each block as well as the weight for the block can
be efficiently computed. While the number of blocks increases as new counter-
examples are received, the total number of blocks we create is polynomial in the
number of mistakes. By applying the virtual weights technique, our time complexity
will no longer depend polynomially on |Xbase |, but rather will depend polynomially
on m, the total number of points from all examples the learner has misclassified.
Note that m depends polynomially on the mistake bound13 of our algorithm and
n on the maximum number of points per example.
We group the weights associated with the attributes from A by using an adapta-
tion of Maass and Warmuth’s algorithm [29] for learning unions of boxes in fixed
dimension. (The grouping of the weights for Acomp is similar.) The difference is that
our examples are sets of n points instead of single points. Suppose we want to
predict the classification of an example X. Let P=[ p1 , ..., pm] be the set of distinct
points that appeared in the counterexamples (i.e., the n-examples that were mis-
classified) and the points from the current n-example. Thus mn (number of
counterexamples +1). If d (a constant) is the number of dimensions and if each of
the d axis-parallel (d&1)-dimensional hyperplanes is passed through each point in
P, then at most (m+1)d regions are defined.
We now describe how we can group the attributes (i.e., boxes) from A such that
we can efficiently compute how many of the attributes are in a group and how
much each attribute in a group contributes to the weighted sum used for prediction.
Without loss of generality, assume the discrete values for dimension i are given by
[1, ..., si]. For 1id, let li, 1 , ..., li, m be the dimension i coordinates of the points
in P where 0=li, 0li, 1 } } } li, mli, m+1=s i . Note that li, m+1 is set to si so
that we can use the same notation to express the half-interval (li, m , si] as we do for
the half-interval (li, j&1 , li, j] by setting j=m+1. Likewise, we want to be able to
express the half-interval (1, li, 1] in this same manner. So that we do not need a
special case when li, 1=1, we define li, 0=0.
Now for each of the at most (m+1)d vectors of the form w =(w1 , ..., wd) where
1wim+1, we define the region
Rw =(l1, w1&1 , l1, w1]_ } } } _(ld, wd&1 , ld, wd],
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13 Note that for the shift-tolerant case, the mistake bound is not polynomial in log |Cbase | unless
Z=O(logc |Cbase | ) for some constant c.
FIG. 3. This demonstrates (for the case of d=2) how we do the groupings for our virtual weight
applications. The lightly shaded box (defined by w in its top right corner) is Rw , and the more heavily
shaded box (defined by z in its top right corner) is Rz . The groups defined by (Rw , Rz ) contain all boxes
with the bottom left corner in the lightly shaded box and the top right corner in the heavily shaded box.
(see Fig. 3). Let R be the collection of all such regions. As described in more depth
below, we associate two groups with each region R # R and 2d groups with each
pair of regions Rw , Rz # R such that for all i, li, wili, zi . Thus together we have at
most O((m+1)2d) groups to maintain (for constant d ), which we can enumerate
efficiently as long as m is polynomial in all relevant parameters. For a region Rw
we define
|Rw |= ‘
d
i=1
(li, wi&li, wi&1)
as the number of points that are in region Rw . For each group G defined below, we
describe how we efficiently count |G|, the number of boxes14 that are grouped
into G.
For the case when the boxes have both corners in the same region, we define two
groups, G1 and G2 , for each such region Rw . We must be careful since all boxes in
a group must contain the same subset of points from P. Since the regions were
formed by placing a hyperplane through each point from P and the regions are
open on their ‘‘lower’’ sides, the only point from P that could be in region Rw is
Rw ’s ‘‘upper right’’ corner. Thus we have one group G1 of boxes within Rw that
contain the ‘‘upper right’’ corner, and another group G2 of boxes within Rw that do
not contain this corner. The sizes of these groups are
|G1|=|Rw |= ‘
d
i=1
(li, wi&li, wi&1),
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14 Note that we also count degenerate boxes (e.g., lines and points). Simple modifications of our
counting procedures will exclude degeneracies, if desired.
and
|G2 |= ‘
d
i=1 \\
li, wi&li, wi&1
2 ++(li, wi&li, wi&1)+&|G1|.
We now consider the case in which the box is defined by two regions Rw and Rz .
Again, we must be careful since all boxes in a group must contain the same subset
of points from P. As exemplified in Fig. 3, the placement of the ‘‘lower left’’ corner
of a box anywhere in Rw does not change which points in P that box contains. But
such is not the case with the ‘‘upper right’’ corner in Rz . Placing the ‘‘upper right’’
corner in any subset of the d outer hyperplanes of Rz (i.e., the one in each dimen-
sion that is farthest from Rw ) can cause the box to contain more points from P.
Thus we use 2d groups of boxes, each group with its ‘‘upper right’’ corner lying in
a distinct subset of the outer hyperplanes of Rz . Let
includez ( j, i)={1(li, zi&li, zi&1&1)
if bit i is 1 in the binary representation of j
otherwise.
Intuitively, the number of boxes in group Gj for j # [1, ..., 2d] is |Rw | }
>di=1 includez ( j, i). However, if for some dimension i we have li, wi=li, zi (i.e., the
projections onto the ith axis of Rw and Rz are equal) and includez ( j, i)=
(li, zi&li, zi&1&1), then we run the risk of overcounting boxes. This is because it will
not always be the case that the ‘‘upper right’’ corner exceeds the ‘‘lower left’’ corner
in each dimension. So we must handle this situation in our computations. Let
Dw , z , j=[i : 1id and li, wi=li, zi and includez ( j, i){1],
and D$w , z , j=[1, ..., d]"Dw , z , j . Then
|Gj |=\ ‘i # Dw , z , j _\
li, wi&li, wi&1&1
2 ++li, wi&li, wi&1&1&+
} ‘
i # D$w, z, j
(li, wi&li, wi&1) includez( j, i).
Finally, we must compute the total contribution of each group to the weighted
sum so we can compare it to % (Section 3). Recall that there are two attributes per
box, and for each n-example, each box will have one of its attributes set to 1 and
the other set to 0. For a group G of boxes, we can select a single ‘‘representative’’
box b # G and select its appropriate attribute (from A or Acomp) by checking if b
contains a point from the current n-example X. If it does, then for n-example X we
use b’s attribute from Acomp ; otherwise we use b’s attribute from A. By the defini-
tion of a group, we know we would choose the same corresponding attributes for
all other boxes in G. Since this happens for all n-examples (including the ones on
which mistakes were made), we know that all the type-A attributes of the boxes in
G have the same weight, and all the type-Acomp attributes of the boxes in G have
the same weight. Thus by computing the weight of the selected attribute for b and
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multiplying this weight by |G|, we get G’s contribution to the weighted sum. To
compute the weight of b’s selected attribute a, we go through all counterexamples
(i.e., n-examples where we mispredicted) that set a to 1. Let u be the number of
these counterexamples that had a label of 1 and let v be the number of these
counterexamples that had a label of 0. That is, u is the number of promotions of
a and v is the number of demotions of a. Then if a was initialized to 1N (per
Theorem 3.1), a’s current weight is :u&vN. Thus group G’s contribution for the
current n-example is |G| } :u&vN.
Theorem 5.2. Geometric patterns defined over Xbase=[1, ..., s1]_ } } } _
[1, ..., sd] can be efficiently learned by Winnow using the touchstone class T of sets
of at most k d-dimensional axis-parallel boxes. The mistake bound of Winnow with
virtual weights on the transformed space is
(k+kcomp) \2.75Mopt+4.92 \2 \ :
d
i=1
ln s i+&0.3+++4.92
for the shift-free case and
2.4(k+kcomp) Mopt+4.32Z \4.59+2 :
d
i=1
ln s i+
+4.32 min {2 \‘
d
i=1
si+
2
, Z=\2.04+2 :
d
i=1
ln s i++0.232
for the shifting case. The time complexity is O(m2d+1) per trial. Here Mopt is the
number of mistakes made by the best concept (or the best sequence of concepts)
T # T, kcomp is the minimum number of d-dimensional axis-parallel boxes whose
union comprises T ’s complement, m is at most n times the number of mistakes, and
Z is the total number of shifts. The shift-free algorithm is always efficient and the
shift-tolerant algorithm is efficient if Z=O(logc (>di=1 si)) for some constant c.
Proof. We are simulating Winnow with |Cbase ||Xbase | 2=(>di=1 si)
2, so
ln(2 |Cbase | )ln(2
12 |Xbase | )
2=2 \ln 212+ :
d
i=1
ln s i +<0.7+2 :
d
i=1
ln si .
Applying Theorem 5.1 gives us the desired mistake bounds.
The number of groups is at most O(m2d) and to compute the weight of each
attribute in each group takes O(m) time. By inspection, the shift-free algorithm runs
in time polynomial in log |Xbase |, as does the shift-tolerant one if Z is dominated by
a polynomial in log |Xbase |. K
Note that like Winnow, our algorithms do not need to know k, kcomp , Mopt ,
or Z. If some of this information is known, then Winnow can be tuned to improve
the constants in the mistake bounds [7].
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5.3. Application to Learning One-Dimensional Patterns
We now apply the above algorithm and corresponding results to the class of one-
dimensional patterns as defined in Section 4 with the exception that we allow the
target intervals to have different widths. Here Xbase=[1, ..., s] (and thus each
example consists of n points from [1, ..., s]) and Cbase is the class of arbitrary width
intervals over [1, ..., s]. The complement of the union of at most k intervals is the
union of at most k+1 intervals. Hence |Cbase |s2 and kcompk+1, giving the
following corollary of Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 5.1. One-dimensional geometric patterns over the domain Xbase=
[1, ..., s] can be efficiently learned by Winnow using T, the class of sets of at most
k intervals. The mistake bound of Winnow with virtual weights on the transformed
space is
(2k+1)(2.75Mopt+4.92(2 ln s&0.3))+4.92
for the shift-free case and
2.4(2k+1) Mopt+4.32Z(4.59+2 ln s)
+4.32 min[2s2, Z](2.04+2 ln s)+0.232,
for the shifting case. The time complexity is O(m3) per trial. Here Mopt is the number
of mistakes made by the best concept (or the best sequence of concepts) T # T, m is
at most n times the number of mistakes, and Z is the total number of shifts. The
shift-free algorithm is always efficient and the shift-tolerant algorithm is efficient if
Z=O(logc s) for some constant c.
6. EFFICIENT AGNOSTIC LEARNING OF
TWO-DIMENSIONAL PATTERNS
To motivate our definition of a two-dimensional geometric pattern, we now
review some findings from the experimental work of Goldman and Scott [14].
Their one-dimensional images (referred to as signatures) consisted of s+1 distinct
light intensity values, which we denote here as I1 , ..., Is+1 . (In the data from Pinette
[33] that they used, s=359.) Each signature is preprocessed by computing its first
derivative (defined as Ii+1&Ii for all 1is) and then normalizing it by dividing
each of the s derivative values by max1is+1 [Ii]&min1is+1 [Ii], i.e., the dif-
ference between the signature’s maximum and minimum values. Let r denote the
number of discrete values (precision) for these normalized derivative values. As r is
increased, more information is retained, but the complexity of the learning process
(and thus the bounds on the number of prediction mistakes and the time needed
to make a prediction) is increased. Next they obtained the training data for the
class of one-dimensional patterns by converting the arrays of derivatives into one-
dimensional geometric patterns by placing points where there were significant
changes, i.e., where the absolute value of the derivative exceeded some threshold.
Then they applied their algorithm, giving it a set of positive examples (patterns
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obtained from locations in the vicinity of the landmark) and a set of negative
examples (patterns obtained from locations not in the vicinity of the landmark).
Although their experimental results were promising, too much important informa-
tion was lost in moving from the signatures to the one-dimensional patterns. For
example, the points do not reflect the magnitude of light intensity change or even
the direction of change (i.e., was the intensity increasing or decreasing?). Since our
algorithm is efficient for constant-dimensional patterns, we can now preserve more
of the information from the original image. Of course there is a trade-off between
the number of dimensions and the performance (as measured by both time
complexity and learning performance).
In addition to the new algorithm we present and analyze, another contribution
of this paper is a way to map the signatures to two-dimensional patterns so that
(1) all important information from the signatures is maintained and (2) we can suc-
cessfully learn the resulting class of two-dimensional patterns. We now describe the
class of two-dimensional patterns and how we propose the signatures be mapped to
form the examples for our learning process. As we describe later, much more
general classes of geometric patterns can be efficiently agnostically learned using
our algorithm. We selected this particular class of patterns because we feel that it
best fits the needs suggested by the experimental work of Goldman and Scott [14].
However, learning more general classes of geometric patterns may also be useful in
attacking the landmark matching problem and many other problems. The process
of mapping the original two-dimensional visual data to the signature involves
extracting a small, contiguous set of rows from the eye-level range of the two-
dimensional data and averaging them into a one-dimensional signature. So while
the mapping we describe retains all the important information from the one-dimen-
sional signature, information is lost in going from the original two-dimensional
visual data to the signature. Another important contribution of this paper is that
our mapping and learning algorithms extend very naturally when working with the
complete two-dimensional data by mapping it to a three (or higher)-dimensional
pattern.
The touchstone class T we use is the class of sets of k nonoverlapping15 axis-
parallel rectangles, where nonoverlapping means that no two rectangles intersect at
more than one point when projected onto the x axis (see Fig. 4). Note that each
rectangle can have arbitrary y values defining its top and bottomthey need not
‘‘rest’’ on the x axis.
The discrete values for the x axis are [1, ..., s], each value corresponding to a
normalized derivative from the signature. Recall that we use r to denote the number
of discrete values used for the normalized derivatives. Thus, one can think of the
rectangles as axis-parallel rectangles from the domain [1, ..., s]_[1, ..., r]. Each
n-example is an array of the s normalized derivatives obtained from a signature.
The target concept can be thought of as a collection of allowable values (on the y
axis) for each of the s normalized derivatives. Since these ranges of allowable values
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15 We later show that the restriction that the boxes be nonoverlapping is not required for learning
since we can learn when T consists of at most k arbitrary axis-parallel rectangles with a slight increase
in complexity. For ease of exposition, we first consider the simpler case of nonoverlapping rectangles.
Fig. 4. An example concept of a two-dimensional pattern as defined by nonoverlapping rectangles.
In general, we can also learn a concept of a constant-dimensional pattern defined by overlapping
rectangles.
can vary within the same target concept, the concept can allow some values of the
normalized derivative to vary more greatly than others. This is useful in cases where
the signature comes from an environment where some objects are more reflective
than others; reflective objects could produce higher variations of intensity in the
signature than nonreflective objects. Also, since the target consists of variable-width
rectangles, some of the derivative values can be ‘‘combined together’’ in a single rec-
tangle in the target, allowing for examples (from real data sets) that undergo small
translations of their points to still be correctly classified.
For learning the class of two-dimensional geometric patterns, our touchstone
class consists of a collection of at most k nonoverlapping axis-parallel boxes
T=[t1 , ..., tk]. An example X (a set of s points where the x coordinate is an index
into the array of derivatives and the y coordinate is the normalized value of the
derivative) is classified as positive by T if and only if the following two criteria are
met (where 1 jk).
Positive criterion 1. For all j, box tj # T contains at least one point from X.
Positive criterion 2. For each point p # X, p is in box tj # T for some j.
Note that here n, the maximum number of points in any example, is equal to s.
We now apply the algorithm and corresponding results from Section 5 to the
situation in which the concept class C is the class of two-dimensional patterns. Here
Xbase=[1, ..., s]_[1, ..., r] and Cbase is the class of axis-parallel boxes from
[1, ..., s]_[1, ..., r], so |Cbase |s2r2. T is the class of sets of at most k axis-parallel
boxes from Cbase with the restriction that no boxes in any T # T overlap. Hence
kcomp2k+k+1, since for each box t # T # T, at most two boxes are needed to
cover the regions above and below t, and then at most one additional box is needed
for each of the at most k+1 regions between the boxes in T. Thus we obtain the
following corollary of Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 6.1. Two-dimensional geometric patterns from Xbase=[1, ..., s]_
[1, ..., r] can be efficiently learned by Winnow using T, the class of sets of at most
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k axis-parallel nonoverlapping boxes. The mistake bound of Winnow with virtual
weights on the transformed space is
(4k+1)(2.75Mopt+4.92(2 ln s+2 ln r&0.3))+4.92)
for the shift-free case and
2.4(4k+1) Mopt+4.32Z(4.59+2 ln s+2 ln r)
+4.32 min[2s2, r2, Z](2.04+2 ln s+2 ln r)+0.232
for the shifting case. The time complexity is O(m5) per trial. Here Mopt is the number
of mistakes made by the best concept (or the best sequence of concepts) T # T, m is
at most n times the number of mistakes, and Z is the total number of shifts. The
shift-free algorithm is always efficient and the shift-tolerant algorithm is efficient if
Z=O(logc (rs)) for some constant c.
One might ask why we chose a new learning model and a different approach to
develop a d-dimensional pattern-learning algorithm rather than extending the algo-
rithm of Goldman and Scott to higher dimensions. One reason is simplicity: the
algorithm we present here is substantially easier to develop, analyze, and under-
stand than that of Goldman and Scott. A second reason is that this paper’s algo-
rithm was developed in the online learning model, whereas Goldman and Scott’s
algorithm only runs in an offline fashion. It is well known that efficient online algo-
rithms can be easily turned into efficient PAC algorithms (Section 3), but not all
efficient PAC algorithms have efficient online counterparts [1, 25]. Thus a robot
equipped with this paper’s algorithm can learn as it goes, but one using Goldman
and Scott’s algorithm cannot.
Another advantage our new algorithm has over that of Goldman and Scott is
that it is robust against attribute errors, which can be interpreted in many ways
(Section 3): tolerance of noise in the attributes, tolerance of classification noise, or
an agnostic algorithm. This last interpretation means that we can think of the target
concept as any classifier (even one not in the hypothesis class) and our algorithm
will attempt to find the best hypothesis from its hypothesis class, making no
assumptions whatsoever about the target. Even in those cases, we can make
guarantees about the algorithm’s performance with respect to the best it could do
if it knew which hypothesis in its class would have had the lowest error. In contrast,
the performance guarantees for the algorithm of Goldman and Scott break down
if the assumptions about the concept class and noise model are not met.
Finally, the algorithm presented here can track a shifting concept, i.e., the case
where the best concept from the touchstone class can change in time. This is done
without any knowledge about when or how much the target concept changes. In
contrast, the algorithm of Goldman and Scott does not tolerate concept shift. In
fact, the only way to track a changing concept with that algorithm is to abandon
the old hypothesis when the target concept changes, acquire a new training set, and
rerun the algorithm. But this requires knowledge of when the concept changed.
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7. FURTHER EXTENSIONS
We chose the extension discussed in the previous section because it seemed to fit
the problem of landmark matching from one-dimensional data. However, there are
other more general classes that our algorithm can be easily adapted to learn. For
example, we can extend our touchstone class to be defined by up to k arbitrary
(possibly intersecting) axis-parallel d-dimensional boxes, where d is any constant.
For ease of exposition, we assume that Xbase=[1, ..., s]d. Thus Cbase is the class of
axis-parallel boxes from [1, ..., s]d, so |Cbase |s2d. T is the class of sets of at most
k arbitrary axis-parallel d-dimensional boxes. To upperbound kcomp , note that pro-
jecting the boxes onto each of the d axes yields at most 2k+1 segments on each
axis. These segments define all the possible gaps that must be filled by boxes to
yield Tcomp , so the total number of gaps is at most (2k+1)d. Each gap can be filled
with a single box, so kcomp(2k+1)d. Thus we obtain the following corollary of
Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 7.1. The class of d-dimensional geometric patterns from Xbase=
[1, ..., s]d can be efficiently learned by Winnow using T, the class of sets of at most
k arbitrary axis-parallel d-dimensional boxes. The mistake bound of Winnow with
virtual weights on the transformed space is
(k+(2k+1)d)(2.75Mopt+4.92(2d ln s&0.3))+4.92
for the shift-free case and
2.4(k+(2k+1)d) Mopt+4.32Z(4.59+2d ln s)
+4.32 min[2s2d, Z](2.04+2d ln s)+0.232
for the shifting case. The time complexity is O(m2d+1) per trial. Here Mopt is the
number of mistakes made by the best concept (or the best sequence of concepts)
T # T, m is at most n times the number of mistakes, and Z is the total number of
shifts. The shift-free algorithm is always efficient and the shift-tolerant algorithm is
efficient if Z=O((d log s)c) for some constant c.
Just as we converted the one-dimensional data into a two-dimensional pattern by
using the light intensities as the second dimension, using this same method we can
convert two-dimensional data into a three-dimensional pattern. If the target boxes
obtained are nonoverlapping, then better bounds than those from Corollary 7.1 can
be obtained.
Finally, Corollary 7.1 gives an algorithm to agnostically learn with a touchstone
class of discrete d-dimensional patterns under a variation of the Hausdorff metric
(Section 4) in which a generalization of the weighted L norm is used. The con-
tinuous version of the two-dimensional problem using the L2 norm was studied by
Goldberg [12], yielding a PAC algorithm. While our class is more restrictive, our
algorithm is online, is agnostic, and can handle concept shift.
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8. LEARNING FROM MULTIPLE-INSTANCE EXAMPLES
Our algorithm for learning constant-dimensional patterns learns a union of axis-
parallel boxes from a constant-dimensional, finite, discretized space where a multiple-
instance example (bag) is classified as positive if and only if (1) each point is
classified as positive by some box and (2) every box contains at least one point.
Furthermore, the algorithm of Corollary 7.1 is easily adapted to agnostically learn
the union of axis-parallel boxes (of constant dimension) in the multiple-instance
model under the rule that a bag is positive if at least one of its points is inside some
target box. We achieve this result by setting the attributes of A according to the
rule for the attributes of Acomp and ignoring the attributes of Acomp , where A and
Acomp are defined as in Section 5.1. In addition, other variations of the rule for when
a bag is positive can be used. These variations might be useful in other multiple-
instance learning problems, such as discovering ‘‘antagonist’’ drugs, where the goal
is not to see if a molecule will bind at a particular site of another molecule, but
instead if a molecule will bind at several sites (to prevent other molecules from
binding at those sites). Dietterich et al. [11] argued that single axis-parallel boxes
with multiple-instance examples are insufficient for this problem. Perhaps unions of
boxes with multiple-instance examples with a properly chosen rule for declaring an
example positive would be applicable here.
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we present a new approach to learning geometric patterns. By dis-
cretizing and bounding the space (which causes no problems for our intended
application areas), we are able to learn d-dimensional patterns (for fixed d ) under
a generalization of the weighted L norm in an online setting with an agnostic,
shift-tolerant algorithm. The generality of the concept class that we learn allows the
different coordinates of the different points of the examples to have widely varying
relevance in determining when an example is positive. More specifically, the
relevance of each of the target points in each dimension is determined by the size
of that target point’s box in that dimension: a box with large size in a particular
dimension indicates that that coordinate is not very important for the target point
corresponding to that box. Thus one can think of our algorithms as implicitly
estimating the relevance of the coordinates of the points in the examples.
As mentioned in Section 3, the mistake bounds of our algorithm can be improved
if we tune Winnow using knowledge of k, kcomp , the number of shifts, and the
number of attribute errors. One method of tuning Winnow is to apply the weighted
majority algorithm, as demonstrated by Littlestone and Warmuth [27].
We need not require the coordinates in each dimension to be integers from
[1, ..., s], so long as there are a finite number of them. In fact, the density of the
coordinates along an axis could vary, e.g., [1, 54, 32, 74, 2, 3, 5]. We would
require our algorithm to have time complexity and a mistake bound that are poly-
nomial in the size of the specification of the coordinates. For example, the coor-
dinates in each dimension could be specified by a sequence of triples ( (ai , bi , ti)) ,
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1iw, where [ai , bi][1, s] represents an interval on the current axis and ti is
the number of points uniformly distributed in [ai , bi] (we would require [ai , bi] &
[aj , bj]=< for all i{ j.) In this case, our algorithm’s time complexity and mistake
bound must be polynomial in O(w(log(maxi [ti])+log s)), which is polynomial in
log s if there exist constants c1 and c2 such that ti=O(sc1) for all i and
w=O(logc2 s). If this is the input representation used, then we can still apply the
virtual weights technique in time polynomial in the input size. To efficiently com-
pute the number of boxes in a group, we merely need to efficiently count the
number of coordinates in each dimension between any two points. This can be
easily done since we can check all triples in O(w) time and we can count the
number of coordinates to the left or right of any point in any triple: given a point
p # [ai , bi], the number of coordinates in [ai , bi] strictly to the left of p is
( p&ai)(t i&1). The coordinates to the right of p are counted in a similar fashion.
Recall from Section 3 that we can convert our online algorithms into PAC algo-
rithms. If the mistake bound is known a priori, we can apply Theorem 3.4.
Otherwise we can apply Theorem 3.3, which costs us a factor of M in the sample
complexity. It should also be possible to remove the restriction of the discretized
and bounded space when converting this algorithm into a PAC algorithm (i.e.,
learning patterns in Rd for fixed d ). The learner would draw a sufficiently large
(polynomially sized) set of unlabeled examples U and then use these examples to
build a polynomially sized set B of boxes that contain all possible subsets of the
points in the examples. (We know that |B| is polynomially bounded due to
standard VapnikChervonenkis dimension results [9].) By definition of B, we
know that a subset B$B of the boxes is consistent with the examples of U based
on our definition of geometric patterns. We then define a complementary set B of
boxes such that b # B _ B b=Rd and b1 & b2=< for all b1 # B and b2 # B . Then
assign two attributes for each box in B _ B and run our algorithm as described in
Theorem 3.3 or 3.4, where M is our algorithm’s mistake bound using B$’s expected
error to compute Mopt . Standard VC-dimension theory gives a bound on the prob-
ability of error of B$ based on randomly drawn examples, so we can use Chernoff
bounds to bound the probability that Mopt will get too big. This probability is com-
bined with the confidence parameters from drawing U and from applying
Theorem 3.3 or 3.4 to get the $ parameter for PAC learning. The error parameters
from drawing U and the theorems are combined to get the PAC = parameter.
Removing the exponential dependence on d from our time bounds would be a
very difficult task. It is well known (see, e.g., Maass and Warmuth [29] or Bshouty
et al. [10]) that learning unions of at most k d-dimensional boxes (with single-
instance examples) in time polynomial in d and k with Xbase=[0, 1]d yields an
algorithm for learning k-term DNF formulas over d variables in time polynomial
in k and d. Each term in the DNF maps to a box, and each single-instance example
(assignment to the d variables) maps to a point in Xbase . Since this problem is a
major open one in computational learning theory, it is unlikely that a simple solu-
tion exists. Furthermore, Angluin [2] has shown that DNF is not exactly learnable
from only random examples. Because our algorithm generalizes learning unions of
axis-parallel boxes, removing the exponential dependence on d would be a major
accomplishment.
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One future direction is to perform experimental work on Pinette’s signatures,
comparing our empirical results to those of Goldman and Scott. We can also run
the algorithms on vision and other data from other domains, including data
represented as two-dimensional arrays (e.g., two-dimensional images). Such
experimental work is already under way. Additionally, a potential advantage of the
approach of this paper is that our hypothesis can be very naturally used to
associate a confidence measure to a prediction that an example is negative. Recall
that a hypothesis produced by our algorithm is a disjunction of attributes that
describe when the example is negative. Thus if several attributes in the hypothesis
are satisfied, then we have high confidence that the current location is not near the
landmark. However, if a single attribute in the hypothesis is satisfied, then the
learner has much lower confidence about its prediction that the current location is
not near a landmark. This additional information could be valuable for a naviga-
tion system and other applications. Along this direction, it would be interesting to
modify the algorithm so that it made a real-valued prediction giving a measure of
confidence that there is a match with the landmark. Recent work of Goldman and
Scott [15] gives results in learning geometric concepts with multiple-instance, real-
labeled examples. Such results could be useful in the above problem.
Section 4 describes a method for mapping many different, high-dimensional
learning problems (with single-instance examples) to a geometric pattern learning
problem by dividing the original problem’s attributes into n small groups and using
each group as a point in an example in the new problem, thus reducing the dimen-
sion of the space by a factor of n. If the target concept is redefined to require that
a point from the example must lie in a specific target box, then learning a set of
boxes in this model is equivalent to learning a single box using the original boxes.
We can learn this class16 with our algorithm by simply assigning 2n attributes per
box rather than 2 (i.e., two attributes per point per box). It is easily shown that our
results still hold, except that N, k, and kcomp can increase by up to a factor of n.
But since our algorithm’s run time is exponential to the dimension, decreasing it by
a factor of n should improve performance immensely.
Finally, another interesting direction is to further study the possibilities for
applying our techniques to learn other geometric concepts under the multiple-
instance model as well as exploring other meaningful rules to classify the multiple-
instance examples.
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